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ABSTRACT 
Mosque is an important element of Islamic culture. Material in the Qur‟an and Hadith have 

generally been interpreted to show the meaning and usage of the mosque. Qur‟an and Hadith are 

main references and believing them are one of faith have to be hold by Muslims. If the function 
of the mosque has been justified in the Qur‟an and Hadith, why the liveliness and the function of 

the mosque are differ in every country. This paper focused on the early tradition, roots and 

culture that give huge impact on the liveliness of the mosque. These original tradition of one 
place shapes the social aspects and lifestyle, thus effected and altered the usage of mosque. Study 

begins with research on the Arab culture where Islam is originated. Then following with research 

on different country where Islam is spread around, focusing on America, China from the Orient 
following with Malaysia from East. Each country will be study on their brief original roots, the 

history of early Islam influence and relates to nowadays use of the mosque. The paper expect to 

show the pattern on how these old roots gives impact to the usage of the mosque, thus list out 
some of ways that function of the mosque can be used  to the fullest. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

According to Mohamad Tajuddin (2010), the function of the mosque can be derived from the Qur‟an and 

Hadith. In the Qur‟an mpsque is shown as part of sacred temple, where all the worship activity is held [1]. 

“Limitless in His glory is He who transported His servant by night from Inviolable House of Worship (at 

Makka) to the Remote House of Worship (at Jerusalem) – the environs of which We had blessed – so that We 

might show him some of Our symbols : for verily, He alone is all-hearing, all-seeing.” 

In other verse, mosque also denited as a specific building or collective reference to many other houses of 

worship unknown to the Arab time. It is also used in the context of a house as in case of struggle between Moses 

and the Pharaoh. 

“And (thus) did We inspire Moses and his brother: „Set aside for your people some houses in the city, and 

(tell them), turn your houses into places of worship, and be constant in prayer!‟ And give thou (O Moses) the 

glad tiding (of God‟s succor) to all believers.” 

Finally, in the Qur‟an also resemble tomb as in the stories of the Seven Sleepers. 

“And in this way have we drawn (people‟s) attention to thier story, so that they might know – whenever they 

debate among themselves as to what happened to those (Men of the Cave) – that God‟s promise (of 

resurrection) is true, and that there can be no doubt as to (the coming of) the Last Hour. And so some (people) 

said : “Erect a building inthier memory; God knows best what happened to them”. Said they whose opinion 

prevailed in the end: “Indeed, we must surely raise a house of worship in their memory!” 
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Hadith is also one of the major references of Muslims. All history from the early construction of the 

mosque and how it was used by prophet Muhammad PBUH resemble the function of the mosque. Islam 

Religion (2014), writes that in 622 CE, immediately after the migration from Mecca to Medina, the Muslims 

built the „ Prophet‟s Mosque‟. And the Phophet himself participated in its construction. From that moment the 

mosque became a focal point of any Islamic City. It bacame a place of worship, a meeting place, an educational 

institute, a place of social activities and a plce of rest. The mosque became the centre of ritual, social, political 

and cultural life. There is however one of the function the mosque does not fulfill – it is forbiden to engage 

business or trading transactions within the mosque confines (Utaberta, N., 2011; Omer, S., 2010). 

Although business could not be conducted in the mosque, towns and villages complete with markets and 

merchants would often build around the mosque. This was due to the mosque being the centre of daily life. 

Prayers were conducted five times a day and the local people would hear the latest news through sermons and 

groups that gatherd in and outside the mosque. 

Mohamad Tajuddin (2010), also dictates that mosque is not only place for prayer, and fulfilling social 

responsibilities will help create a condusive religious environment for being at peace with oneself and in 

constant remembrance of God. Following Hadith is supported above statement : 

Narrated Abu Huraira : A man came to Allah‟s Apostle and said, „ Instruct me as to such a deed as equals 

Jihad (in reward)‟. He replied. „I do not find such a deed‟. Then he added, ; Can you while the Muslim Fighters 

is in the battlefield, enter your mosque to perform prayes who can do that?‟ Abu Huraira added, „ The Mujahid 

(Muslim fighter) is rewarded even for the footsteps of his horse while it wanders about )for gazing) tied in long 

rope‟. 

Corcearning the perception that prayers seem to be singled out as the most signifact ibadat to be performed, 

we have already argued that solat is but one of many obligations for a Muslims. With regards to the idea that 

mosque should be a condusive place producing higher meditation, we need to look at different purpose of 

congregational and individual prayers. All obligatory forms of solat are best performed in congregation (Asif, 

N., et al., 2015). 

Abu Huraira reported Allah‟s Messenger PBUH as saying: Prayer said in congregation is equivalent to 

twenty-five (pryaers) as compared with paryer pefromed by a single person. 

Note that extra credit is given for participating in congregational prayer is totally independent of the 

building in which it is performed. This means that no extra rewards are given if one prays alone in a community 

mosque (with the exception of the Three Holy Mosquein Islam, Masjid Al-Harram, the Prophet;s Mosque in 

Medina and the Masjid Al-Aqsa) (Rasdi, M.T.H.M., 2010). 

Thus the influence of having extra credit makes congregational prayers are the main activity held in the 

mosque. 

 

Methodology: 

The study used method of literature, researches and analysis of certain artical and books that are related to 

the original function of the mosque. Literature on old tradition and roots are analized in searched of the 

connection and effect of them that can be related to the alteration of the mosque in this 21st century. Then a case 

study conducted to obtain empirical data and find objects directly. It is also used to identify the issues related to 

the liveliness of the mosque in different country. This study also combined with data relevant literature related 

to the object or objects. 

 

Mosque In Arab Country: 

Arab is a Muslim country governed by a strict interpretation of Sharia law. This governs virtually all facets 

of life, with customs and traditions in Arab based on tenets mentioned in the Qur‟an. Therefore Islam is being 

the only religion allowed to be practiced in public. Prayer are the most important activity carry out in the 

mosque. It has become a daily routine where all men in Arab are rushed to mosque as soon as azan (call to 

prayer) are recite from every corner of building not only mosque. Even all restaurant and shops are closed every 

prayer times. Thus, mosque are full during regular five times prayer. Mosque are plentiful throughout Arab, and 

can be found within walking distance between each mosque. 

As written in the Qur‟an, mosque should be lively and act as a centre of executing ibadah, but having 

numerous mosque will make executing many other ibadah other that prayer will be confusing and unreasonable. 

Therfore, some of the Arab country such as, Qatar, create and build a bigger mosque that act as a centre of all 

ibadah. 
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Fig. 1: Pictures of FANAR, Islamic Cultural Centre and activities being held in the mosque. Source: 

http://www.fanar.gov.qa/ (2011) 

FANAR, Islamic Cultural Centre, a mosque located in Doha, Qatar acts as a guiding light to whole of 

mankind, and to help all non-Arabs to have a better understanding of Islam and culture of Qatar. FANAR is 

governmental organization that presents culture to all world through a varity of activites such as exhibitions, 

tours of the centre, visiting other mosque and Arabic language Courses. 

Spaces in the FANAR building cater for all educational activity that can help muslims or non-muslims have 

a better understanding of Islam. Example of activity held here other than congregational prayer are corporate 

islamic discussion that involves questioning and answering session between speakers and audience, islamic 

classes that helps new-muslims and non-muslims to take thier first step into building his or her relationship with 

God and ladies morning coffee session that act as halaqah that connects and build relationship between 

housewizes of Qatar (ArchNet, 2015). 

Tradition and culture shape mosque in Arab are design to fullfilled most active activity carry out by the 

society which is congretional prayer, but there are mosque that fullfill other ibadah that suites the real function 

of the mosque as describe in the Qur‟an and Hadith. 

 

Mosque In United States: 

Based on Ihsan Bagby, 2011, mosque in America have a good record of engagingin a wide variety of 

activities including worship (prayer), educational program, social and group activities, interfaith activities, 

outreach program and service and community service activities. Daily five times solat prayer have average 

capacity of 70% of the mosque. As for congregation prayers mosque are in full house including the attendence 

of women and children (Bagby, I., 2012). 

Educational programs are also held by mosque in America. Educational activity as religious study class, 

weekend school for children, Qur‟an memorizing class, regular forum, Arabic language class, parenting and 

marriage enrichment activity and new muslim class. Islamic studies classes vary greatly in subject matter and 

frequency. The most common type of educational group is halaqah (circle) which focuses on commentary of the 

Qur‟an. Halaqah is not a program held and control by the mosque. Members of halaqah are consists of 

volunteer. Therefore mosque is consider an open space that support these activity. Qur‟an memorization class 

also vary. Some are weekend programs where children come to mosque to memorize Qur‟an. An overwhelming 

number of mosque leaders (40%) feel that the weekend school for children is top priority for the mosque. 
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Fig. 2: Pictures of ICA, Islamic Centre of America, largest mosque in America.  Friday congrgational held in 

the mosque. Weekend school for children. Source: http://www.arabamericannews.com/ (2014) 

 

Almost all mosque have some type of regular community gatherings whether it is monthly or weekly. 

Gathering event such as pot-luck dinner and quarterly gathering discussing particular issues. Mosque leaders 

who made it a top priority would say that community gatherings are important because it is the time for the 

community to come together to build bonds of britherhood, develop common understanding and sets of 

direction for the mosque. Youth activities and youth groups have higher priority than many other types of 

activities. Activities that were held were like sports and tea-time gathering that attracts youth.  

America mosque also provide social service and community servicr program, based on Ihsan Bagby, 2011, 

report on America Mosque. Example of social service is such as cash assistance, councelling services, food-give 

away, health education and clinic. Other community programs such as programs for immigrants, elderly or 

home bound program and job placement, training and councelling. The core social services cater by the mosque 

is cash assistance (zakah/sadaqah) and councelling especially marriage councelling. In 2000, mosque held voter 

registration campaign, to enhance the importance of voting as responsibility (amanah) of a muslims as a 

countryman.  

From the report by Ihsan Bagby, 2011, also state that Aerica mosque has its own administration. 

Administration includes, full-time employment, part-time and volunteer. Thus the members of administration 

actually making a career from the mosque. These employment is paid by several organization that gives fund to 

mosque and all charity event held by the mosque (Bagby, I., 2012; Bagby, I., et al., 2001). 

This concludes that mosque in America are highly effective and lively. Mosque are function as muslims 

centre that cater not just worship but also other execution of ibadah that hold by muslims such sadaqah, 

educating one self and helping one another. These success in activity held by the mosque are consistance. These 

are achieved by highly commited employee that has made administrating mosque as a career.  

 

Mosque In China: 

Mosque in China are not exactly active according to Guo Dong Ping, Imam at Sang Po Mosque. History are 

tracked to discover factors that effecting the slow mosque activity is China. Garnet, 1996, a history researcher 

writes that in Yuan Dynasty muslim were oppressed. Yuan Emperors forbade Islamic practicies like Halal 

butchering, forcing Mongol methods of butchering animals on Muslims, and other restrictive degrees continued. 

Muslims had to slaughter sheep in secret. Genghis Khan directly called Muslims "slaves", and demanded that 

they follow the Mongol method of eating rather than the halal method. Circumcision was also forbidden. 

Toward the end, corruption and the persecution became so severe that Muslim Generals joined Han Chinese in 

rebelling against the Mongols. 

The opression does not stop there, in 2014 Al-Jazeera reported that student and civil servants in China‟s 

Muslim northwest have been ordered by the state to avoid taking part in traditional fasting during Ramadhan. 
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“No teacher can participate in religious activities, instill religious thoughts in student or coerce student 

into religious activities,” said a stament on the website of the “Number 3 Grade School” in Ruoqiang County in 

Xinjiang. 

The news agency reported that cities in Xinjiang had set up news portals saying that fasting was derimental 

to the physical wellbeing of young students, and also have called in retired teachers to stand guard at mosque in 

order to prevent students from entering. This continual opression cause Islam cannot be consistantly practise in 

open public. Therefore, activity that are being held in mosque is limited in China.  

China has the largest amount of female mosque. Women in China have a huge respect of themselves and 

highly devoted to God thus, they want a mosque for themselves so that they can pray and learn about religion 

without the limitation of men. According Guo Dong Ping, also the mosque is not only for prayers, but also 

places where next generation is teached to love religion and devoting themselves to God, in hopes to become a 

better muslims and can carry out Islamic tradition for future generation (McLaughlin, K., 2012). 

 

 

Fig. 3: Pictures of Women Mosque in Sang Po.Source: http://www.chinafile.com/ (2012) 

 

Other regular mosque in China also seems to cater only for small amount of people. The Xiaotaoyuan 

Mosque is the largest mosque in the city of Shanghai and the nearby areas. It was first built in 1917 and rebuilt 

in 1925. It contains a spacious courtyard in the temple. To the west of the yard is a square grand prayer hall 

covering an area of 500 square meters. It is a two-floor building that can only hold 500 people during prayer. In 

the east of the yard is another hall building. The second and third floors hold a library and a reading room that 

store different versions of Koran and Islamic cultural relics. The first floor is used as a teaching room. To the 

north of the yard are the imam room, the guesthouse, and the water house. 

Function of the mosque in China is limited probably because of the continuous opression by the majority 

non-muslim civillian in China. This has cause Islam is hard to be spread, and one of the function of mosque 

which is to spread Islam is not well executed and all other ibadah is being carry out in other private space but 

not in the mosque (Walid, 2015). 

 

Mosque In Malaysia: 

Mufti of Perlis, Dr Mohd Asri Zainul Abidin stated that he is feeling unease with the mosque institution in 

Malaysia that is not functional as what mosque in Islam are. He also commented that often mosque 

administrator are rude and mean towards youth that are supposedly being attract to love Islam. He is also feel 

that teaching in mosque should not be limited to a certain issue. 

“There are so many activities that can be carry out by the muslims community that are centralize at the 

mosque, such as green campaign, womens right exhibition, business among the society and many more,” said 

Dr Mohd Asri Zainul Abidin. 

But this statement was oppose by the High Imam in National Mosque in Kuala Lumpur, Datuk Syaikh 

Ismail Muhammad al-Hafiz says that Mosque in Malaysia act such a good structure to muslims education in 

Malaysia with National Mosque recently have 900 students on often forum and islamic courses. Some mosque 

also teaching Arabic language and carry private halaqah session (Zabidi, M.M., et al., 2011). 
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Fig. 4: Pictures of Tuanku Mizan Zainal Abidin Mosque in Putrajaya.Source: http://www.awqaf.com.my/ (2015 

 

Some mosque also sponsor event such as charity, sports competiton and forum based on current issues. 

Example is like Tuanku Mizan Zainal Abidin Mosque organizing Ping Pong competition and a same time trying 

to raise money as income for the mosque. In other statement Datuk Syaikh Ismail Muhammad al-Hafiz agree 

and stated : 

 

 “Not all mosque are active..”: 

He strongly agree that mosque administration are key to manage a strong and lively mosque. Mosque 

administration is consist of members who are volunteering, that live around the mosque. In Malaysia, only the 

Imams and some of the members of the mosque administration are getting alaun for his or her service. Other 

members of the adminitration is doing it vounterarily. Thus, mosque administration is not focusing on managing 

the mosque so often the activity on the mosque are not handled properly. 

Mahfuzah Mohammad, 2011 also wrote that youth in Malaysia think that they are not welcome in mosque 

and mosque are places for islamic teachers and elders. This also explain why mosque in Malaysia are not active 

because youth is the key to liveliness of mosque and youth have so many fresh thought and idea that can help 

make mosque more welcoming. Little in number of participants if we were only to depend on elderly to attend 

mosque function, because of thier commitment and health issues (Zabidi, M.M., et al., 2011). 

Malaysia have other institution that focused on othe activity of ibadah, such as Syariah Court and Zakat 

Collection Centre, so mosque in Malaysia only focus on having mosque as space for congregational prayers.  

 

Conclusion: 

Function of the mosque are certainly used for prayer and congregational prayers. But there are some 

diffrences such as in by analizing America mosque seems to be more active are because it does not cater for a 

wide population and there are volunteer funder seems to pay all the administation officers and manager of the 

mosque. Mosque also filled with other function is because there are less organization that can give such services 

like zakah and syariah court. While in Malaysia, there are fewer numbers of muslims perform congregational 

prayer in normal daily, while there are big organization such as zakat collection centre and many more makes 

other ibadah seems to be unreasonable to carry out in mosque, thus it makes the mosque looks inactive and only 

depending on prayer activity. Different in Arab, a grand mosque is needed to make all other ibadah centralize 

because there are too many mosque and all mosque are full during regular prayer time makes other ibadah such 

as zakat and islamic classes need and more reasonable to be held in a grand mosque. As for low activity in 

China, is not cause by its administration but the oppreses that mulims there receive that cause mosque in China 

can only carry out limited activity. 
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